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Synopsis
The process of A-ionization of atoms by heavy, charged particles is analysed 

by a semi-classical, time-dependent perturbation method. Non-relativistic wave 
functions are used for the atomic electrons. The deflection of the bombarding 
particle in the Coulomb field of the target nucleus is shown to play an important 
part in the calculation of cross sections in the low-energy region of the projectile. 
Numerical calculations of A-ionization cross sections for protons turn out to be 
in good agreement with recent light-target experiments. An estimate is made of 
the effect of using relativistic electron wave functions in the present perturbation 
treatment. The method developed is further applied to the pair-production process 
caused by slow protons impinging on a heavy target element.



1. Introduction

The ejection of atomic electrons by impingement of heavy, charged par
ticles (protons, deuterons, a-particles) is followed by the emission of 
the characteristic x-radiation of the target. Recent measurements have given 

more accurate information about this eil'ect(1_4). The experimental cross 
sections turned out to deviate greatly from the values given by the existing 
theory.

The theory of the excitation of atoms by slow, heavy, charged particles 
has been considered by Mott(5), Bethe<6) and Henneberg(7). The last- 
mentioned author has performed extensive calculations of the /v-shell ioniza
tion cross sections. He used the Born approximation, i. e. plane waves for 
the incoming particles and Coulomb wave functions with respect to the 
nucleus for the electrons, treating the interaction between the projectile and 
the electron to first order. A partial justification for this procedure was given 
by Henneberg(7), and also by Mott along somewhat different lines(5). 
This question will be treated in detail in sections 2 and 3.

If we accept the above assumption of Henneberg, the differential cross 
section for ejection of a Æ-electron with the final energy Ef is given by

(1-1)

(1.2)

Here, Zx, and E-^ are the charge, mass and energy of the bombarding 
particle; q is the momentum change of the projectile, q0 its minimum value. 
The electron wave functions are denoted by ip. The summation in (1.2) is 
extended over all final electron states.

Henneberg used non-relativistic Coulomb wave functions in (1.2). As 
it became clear that there was considerable discrepancy between the theory 

1*  
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and the experiments, Jamnik and Zupancic(8) repeated the calculations with 
relativistic wave functions for the electron. The relativistic increase of the 
electron density near the origin resulted in an enlargement of the cross 
section for heavy elements. For elements in the middle of the periodic table, 
however, the relativistic corrections were small1.

1 A summary of both the experimental and the theoretical aspects of x-ray production
by heavy, charged particles is given bv Merzbacher and Lewis in Handbuch der Physik 34 
(1958) 166.

The deviations mentioned above may he due in part to the fact that 
the approximation of Henneberg does not take into account the Coulomb 
repulsion between the impinging particle and the nucleus. The most recent 
observations seem to support this idea(2,3,4). The repulsion prevents parti
cles of low energy from getting close to the nucleus and may thus be expected 
to give rise to a cross section smaller than predicted by the above-mentioned 
theory. It is the purpose of the present work to investigate the energy region 
where this repulsion effect can be expected to be of importance.

Later in the work it will be shown that the decisive parameter in this 
connection is £ = dq0, where d is half the distance of closest approach in 
a head-on collison and q0 is, as before, the minimum momentum transfer 
of the bombarding particle. For values £>1, ionization cross sections 
much smaller than the predictions of the earlier calculations may be expected. 
Only in the limit £ << 1 can the Coulomb repulsion be neglected and the 
plane-wave procedure be considered valid.

It is just in the low-energy region, where the great divergences from the 
earlier calculations are found, that a classical treatment of the projectile 
is justified. The condition for such a treatment is (cf. § 1.3 of ref. 10)

2ZiZ2e2 
/mi (1-3)

where Z2 is the charge of the target nucleus and the velocity of the incom
ing particle. This enables us to take the Coulomb repulsion into account 
by choosing an appropriate path for the projectile.

Stephens and Staub<11,12 recently reported measurements of the cross 
section for pair production by slow protons impinging on a tantalum target. 
They found values smaller by a factor of over a hundred than the predic
tions of first-order Born-approximation calculations(13). This too may be due 
to the deflection of the proton in the Coulomb field of the nucleus. The 
phenomenon is briefly considered in the last section of this work.
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the inverse

K-shell radius. The parameter

closest approach in a head-on

(2.1)

(2.3)

and

(2.4)
da

For the above-mentioned quantities one has the following four possibili
ties-corresponding, in the order mentioned, to increasing energy of the 
projectile - :

2. Approximations Used in the Treatment of K-ionization 
by Heavy Particles

minimum momentum transfer 
J £

provided — << 1,Fi

The character of the process of K-ionization by heavy, charged particles 

and 70.

4Zi
X

1 m %

4 Z1A/1 X ’

depends on the relations between the four inverse lengths k, a,

Z mHere, hk is the momentum of the ejected electron and a = ——

1/d is the inverse of half the distance of 

collision, d = —(cf. sec. 1). For the2 Ei
q0 of the bombarding particle we have,

4 Z2 e m where Ey is the kinetic energy of the ejected electron and | EB | = is

the binding energy of the E-electron.
It is of interest to notice that the relative values of d"1, q0, and a are largely 

determined by the parameter x. Thus, if we define £0 as the value of £ = 
dq0 for dE = EB, we have

JE

Z1E = E/ + Eb

1) (2.5)
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This corresponds to a projectile which is unable to force its way into the 

/¿-shell. If—<d, we even get A E ) Elt so that ionization is impossible.

2) ~<dA, 21/í/1Z1>x>4Z1; (£>!)■ (2-6)
« fm

For such energies the projectile is able to penetrate the /¿-shell, but the 
ionization probability is very strongly affected by the Coulomb deflection.

3) d<V<t (f<l). (2.7)
70 a

In this domain the Coulomb deflection still plays a part. (It is shown in the 
present work that the earlier calculations (cf. refs. 7 and 18) arc in principle 
correct for £ ->().)

4) *«^1-  (2-8)a r/o

Here the ionization process cannot be handled by semi-classical methods. 
The relevant treatment is the one given by Bethe in his article on the passage 
of heavy, charged particles through matter, cf. ref. 6.

In the present treatment we consider especially the energy domains 2) 
and 3). We shall therefore assume in the following that

^«1. (2.9)
f/o

As will be seen later, the calculations are considerably simplified when 

-«1. (2.10)
<lo
The condition for this inequality to hold true is nearly the same as the 
condition for (2.9) (cf. eqs. (2.5), (2.6) and (2.7)), namely

x»4Zx, (2.11)
which is seen from the inequality

k 2nikui /2mkui 2Zi ¿9 1

i/o /I (a2 + Á'2) k‘2<xk x

Later it is shown that the majority of the secondary electrons are ejected 
with energies much smaller than the K binding energy, i. e.

Á’« a. (2.13)
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1 See ref. 1. 2 See ref. 2. 3 See ref. 4.

Table 2.1

Element Z2 Ei (keV) X Io da

Fe 25............................................ 1403 21.8 0.28 0.051
13003 7.2 0.0094 0.0052

Mo 42............................................ 2403 26.8 0.56 0.084
16002 10.5 0.033 0.013
24001 8.6 0.018 0.0083

Pb 82............................................ 19201 18.6 0.21 0.046

Besides, it should be noted that for the following perturbation treatment to 
be valid it is a necessary condition that the charge of the projectile is much 
smaller than that of the target nucleus, i.e. Zx << Z2.

Table 2.1 shows the various parameter values for some of the cases 
experimentally investigated by proton bombardment.

3. First-order, Time-dependent Perturbation Treatment of the 

Æ-ionization

We want to deal with the ionization process in such a way that the 
Coulomb deflection can be taken into account. This may be done by a 
semi-classical perturbation treatment. We express the problem in impact

Fig. 3.1. Classical picture of the impact process.
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parameter form and treat the interaction between the projectile and the 
electron as the perturbation.

The differential cross section for the ejection of an atomic electron with 
the final energy Ef is given by the general expression

da 
dEf

> oo oo 2

0|i>
•/O «J— oo

(3.1)

Here, p is the impact parameter and a> = AE/lî. In the following we shall 
consider interactions of the Coulomb type

Zi e2 (3.2)

r is here the position vector of the electron and h(t) that of the incoming 
particle.

a. The cross section for straight-line paths of the 
incoming particles

(i) A general theorem
We first consider the case where the projectiles follow straight-line paths, 

that is, we disregard the Coulomb repulsion of the bombarding particles by 
the nucleus. The cross sections thus obtained are exactly the same as those 

Fig. 3.2.
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found if one employs the previously mentioned plane-wave method, dis
regarding the deflection of the bombarding particles by collision with the 
electrons (cf. also ref. 14). This is shown mathematically in Appendix I, 
but can also be seen from the fact that the cross section (1.1) for a bombard
ing particle with a given velocity is independent of its mass. The mass 
may therefore be infinitely great, and thus the particle may be treated in a 
classical way.

We place our coordinate system with its origin at the nuclear centre of 
mass and its z-axis in the direction of the incoming particle. This particle 
moves in the y—z plane as illustrated in fig. 3.2. As shown in Appendix 1, 
the cross section is then given by

= jd eiq<>zK0 (g0Q).
(3-3)

Ko is the modified Bessel function of the third kind and zeroth order, and

æ2 + (p-y)2. (3-4)

(zz) The matrix element for emission of K-electrons
From eqs. (3.3) we are now able to derive the cross section for Æ-electron 

emission for a fixed value of the impact parameter, (doKj dEj)p. For the elec
trons we use non-relativistic Coulomb eigenfunctions in the form given by 
Alder and Winther<15).

The details of the evaluation of this matrix element are given in Appendix 
11, b. By a rather lengthy procedure one reaches the following result:

F (2 / + 3>

^m + i-Cl-m

Mp(/, m) = Z"™

(?)
o+i(S-i-)r'2,+3,/.-2o.

(3.5)

In (3.5), Nf and Nj’fc are energy normalization constants; / and m denote 
the angular momentum quantum numbers of the final state in the con
tinuum; s is defined by
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s2 = <7o + Q ,

and is a (legenbauer polynomial.

3, Z+lJ+l + U;, 2/ + 2, 2/ + 2;—^^—1(3.6)
1 x +i (s - k) x +i (s - k)\ '

is an Appell function, which is a hypergeometric function of two variables. 
In sub-section (ii) of Appendix II, b it is shown that

Í20

1

1
l + l

/' oc - i (s + k) (l + 1) / x + i (s + k) r 0 +1 +¿ 'P 
' a + i (s - k) I \ a + i (s — k) /

/ 4 så-/+!,/+1 + i,. 2/ + 2;a2—-Å-

I

M Zae2Here, n =----— = -/W — (minus sign because we are dealing with negatrons);

V is the final electron velocity, and 2/q ( ) are ordinary hvpergeometric 
functions.

Up to this point in the development no approximations have been 
introduced.

In the following we shall restrict ourselves to cases where the inequali
ties (2.9) and (2.10) are fulfilled. Under these conditions, the contributions 
to the matrix element Mp(/, m) in eq. (3.5) from /-values larger than zero 
become negligible. The F2{) function is then considerably simplified. As 
sketched in sub-section (ii) of Appendix II, b, we arrive at the result

G(i) = (a + i(s-fr))-3F2{}

2 s I (a + i(s + A‘))i,J+1 /

An expansion of G in powers of k/s and a/s gives

Since
2-f1

♦JO

(3.8)

(3-9)

(3.10)
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(see ref. 16, 7.14.2, eq. (59), hereafter quoted as H. T. F.), we have from 
eqs. (3.5) and (3.9)

M (0, 0) ~ N{N$’ k (pg0)2 Ä2 (p 7o)
2 %

and consequently

= 72Mi«4 JÏ I y 12 
,^//p ^£^2^ d

I \t0, kI
2 -§ (PQo)4 (Æa (P7o))2-

9o

(3-11)

(3.12)

where a0 is the Bohr radius.
Fig. 3.3 shows the variation of | M (0, 0) |2 with the impact parameter. 

The greatest contributions to the ionization probability are seen to come 

from impact parameters for which p ~ —.
9o

The expression (3.12) contains only the leading term in a development 
(Xin powers of —. From (3.10) it may be shown, however, that also higher 
9o

terms in the cross section (corresponding for instance to higher terms in 
(3.9) or to higher /-values) exhibit a similar dependence on p.

Fig. 3.3. The probability of ejection of a K-electron as a function of the impact parameter p 
for straight-line orbits. The area under the curve — | Mp |2 shows the contributions to the total

Qo 11
cross section from the various p-values. It is assumed that — « The calculations are valid only

1 Qo <*
for p«-.
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Since the Coulomb

the order of or smaller

9 5
(3.13)

the explanatory text to that figure.)

doR¡dQ is the differential cross section for Rutherford scattering, and

= /i
'f / p

O-otgll);

This is exactly the same formula as the one derived by lluus et al.(18) by 
means of the Born approximation.

Eq. (3.12) also enables us to calculate the cross section for A-ionization 
by particles scattered through a small angle, 0 << 1, since this cross section 
is expected to be the same as that for a straight-line path with corresponding 
impact parameter. (See fig. 3.5 and 
We have

£1 & o2

doR i do K

d2 M c4 Z2 z2_2i 6 ^2
4 lr 2 a0

this deflection must be 

much smaller than —.
7o

Up till now we have assumed a << q0, corresponding to the cases con
sidered in eqs. (2.6) and (2.7). In the opposite case of q0 < x, the expansions 
employed above are no longer valid, and, moreover, the semi-classical 
methods break down, cf. eqs. (2.8). The velocity of the projectile is in 
this case larger than that of the A-clectron; therefore we may apply con
siderations from the stopping-power calculations extensively treated by 
Bethe in ref. 6.

The total cross section for emission of A'-electrons with the final energy 
Ef is given by

deflection becomes large for impact parameters of 

than the distance of closest approach

expected to be of importance when d is not very

(3.15)
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The cross sections (3.13) and (3.14) have been labelled with the index str. 
I. because they are derived on the basis of a straight-line calculation. The 
expressions are expected to be valid in the limit £ -> 0.

/doK\ ...
In fig. 3.5, is given for £ = 0.2. In the same figure it is shown

\dß/str. i.
how the angular dependence is influenced by the Coulomb deflection, as 
calculated below.

b. Cross sections for hyperbolic paths

(i) General procedure
In the following we shall calculate the cross section for emission of 

secondary /v-electrons, taking into account the deflection of the projectile. 
We shall confine ourselves to the monopole term in the potential, assuming 
that term to be the dominating one for a << q0 as in the case of the straight- 
line integrals. We then have

(3.16)

where e is the eccentricity of the hyperbolic path of the incoming particle. 
For this path we use a parametric representation previously employed by, 
among others, Ter-Martirosyan(19) :

x = d (cosh in + e) 

y = d \/ e2 - 1 sinh iv 

z = 0
R = d (e cosh u) + 1 )

t = — (e sin hw + iv). 
vi

(3.17)

Inserting for the electronic wave functions in eq. (3.16) the integral represen
tations given by Alder and Winther(15), we get
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1
X

2

Here,
b = oc - ik + 2 ik u. (3.19)

9
(3.20)

have

(3.21)

As shown in Appendix II, c, the integration leads to

X (3.22)

or

b2 d2
X

i ê
I 2

The integration over r is easily carried out, yielding for the factor in square 
brackets in (3.18)

The integration over time is more complicated. Using (3.17), we

x 1L do

/ 2\1
(e cosh w + 1) + - y /

9 rr
~ d2Z2e4 h2 1 1C

d°K
dEf 

r 
\dteia)t

00

4=40 3 e 2 * Ari(t (eê) - 2 b~2 (d+2 b”1) e~M

e b2 d2

I* 00 ^r2e~rb+\drre~rb 
' »R.

í*°°  i'* 00 i 2 g— bd{e cosh w +1)
A, ----------------

• — OO I — oo I U u
x i £ (£ sinh w 4- w)

Up to this point the development is exact.
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According to a multiplication theorem for the Bessel functions (H.T.F.
7.15, eq. (19) we have

As

and

Kv(e\/b2 d2 + %2) _ ( eb2d2^ 1 /^„(el)
=^0 \ 2 ) H! (3.24)

I b I d a
£ ~ go

I b \d ~ da,

this expansion is fast converging, provided the inequality (2.9) is fulfilled. 
Applying (3.24) to (3.23), we deduce

I„ - 2 e 2 { fc-’ {2 Åif (E 0 - (1 -

X
b2d2 ) 54 f/4 e .

fcd-té 2£A-^ + 1(£^

b2 d2 \ 
bd — z£/ À-iê+2<£0

where we have written explicitly terms arising from the expansion (3.24) 
with n < 2.
Since

ijibd]2
3 I il / \4 8/9d +

we obtain by inserting this expression into (3.25) and taking into account 
that I b I d ~ da (< 1

where

(3.26)
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63 d3 b4 d4 i i 1 \

, /)4 d4
- ” 4 p
, /?6 d6
3~~12£3

, 11 — 1 / A2 d%\nk = I - ------ I (valid for n > 2).
2 1n!\ ê ' V “

We can now carry out the «-integration (see eq. (3.18)) by using an 
integral representation of the ordinary hypergeometric function (H.T.F. 
2.12, eq. (1)). In the general case the result of the «-integration is given by

3-2/1, 1+z‘n, 2; .7-—(n>2). (3.27)ik - a /

For the majority of the ejected electrons, k << a (cf. eq. (3.13)). This enables 
us to perform a confluence, thus getting

with

0 is here the confluent hypergeometric function.
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As -T—=-----, we see that for sufficiently high values of x, (3.28) may
so n

to a good approximation be written as

_11 — 1 \ d^4=2e 2 ( “3^ + a^ï[i + “2_/ ÆiKe£) + a£3eA-iê+i(eO J- (3.29)

Mat.Fys.Medd.Dan.Vid.Selsk. 31, no. 13.

This equation will be useful in the following discussion ol‘ the angular 
distribution.

(ii) Angular distributions of the scattered projectiles after ionization 
Equations (3.28) and (3.29) for Ie give a direct expression for the depend

ence of the cross section on e, i.e. on the deflection of the incident particle.
First we let the hyperbolic path of the incoming particle degenerate into 

a straight line, i.e. we put e 1 in eqs. (3.17), which corresponds to keeping 
the impact parameter fixed, but letting d -> 0. Eq. (3.28) is then replaced by

4«.;.(3.30) 
n = 2

where k2, k3, ... . are given by (3.28, a). This result is obtained in a straight
forward manner by application of the integral formulae given in Appendix 
II, c. The terms in (3.30) correspond exactly to the terms in the straight- 
line monopole expansion, the first of which is given by (3.11), since for 
e >> 1 we have e£ ~ pq0.

It is also useful to consider the opposite extreme case e = ec ~ 1. This 
corresponds to ionization by particles scattered in the backward direction. 
Putting

in (3.29), we have
_ZE A Í / 1 \ dot 1

2 -¡2 A.i(«O|- (3.31)

We shall furthermore evaluate (3.31) for the case of £<< 1. Here we may 
use the approximate expressions

A^(£c^)--ln(ecO
(3.32)

2
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From (3.31) we then obtain
d2a|
£2 J

= 2 e
(3.33)

The dominating term in this formula corresponds to the 
main term in the matrix element for a particle moving on a 
straight-line path with the impact parameter zero. This is 
immediately seen from eq. (3.12), considering that

lim ((/x/0)2Æ2 (p70)) = 2.
PQu~> 0

From a physical point of view this was to be expected since 
the monopole effect considered does not depend on the di
rection of the outgoing particle. Moreover, for £(( 1 the 
region of deflection (~ d) is small compared with Qq1, the 
quantity characterizing the interaction with the electron. 
Thus, the approach to the straight-line excitation probabil

ity, for £<< 1, is to be expected not only for backward scattering but for 
any scattering angle.

Quite generally we

(3.34)

since, in many cases, the main deflection effect is contained in the factor 

exp J — - . For particles scattered in the backward direction (e = ec~ 1) with

sufficiently large x and £<X 1 it is easily seen from (3.33) that

For e>>1 and £ <

(3.35)

(3.36)

(see p. 204 of ref. 20).
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The case ^>>1, e — 1 may in principle also be handled by the aid of 
asymptotic formulae for (£), £ » 1. Such formulae are found in Chapter 8 
of ref. 17. We stress the fact that these considerations are valid only for suffi
ciently high values of x. For smaller x, more terms in (3.28) must be taken into 
account. The results of the above analysis may be used to modify the angular 
distribution found from the straight-line approach in (3, a, (ii)). Choosing 
£ = 0.2 and a x-value of 25, we obtain for a-particles a result which in 
fig. 3.5 is compared with the corresponding curve for (do'Ä/d/2)str z

(iii) Total cross sections
The total cross section for emission of a K-electron with definite energy 

can be obtained from (3.28) by an integration over the eccentricity. Using 
one of Lommel’s integral formulae (ref. 17, Chapter 5), one obtains after 
an elementary but rather tedious integration

■4 Í U «»2+K'n «)+c («;£ (i»21.
(3.37)

A, B, and C are polynomials whose number of terms depends on the number 
included in (3.28).

The convergence of the expressions for A, B, and C depends, as seen 
from (3.28), on the parameters doc and £, which in their turn may be expressed 
in terms of x (cf. eqs. (2.2) and (2.3)). For sufficiently large x(x>30 
for protons) a rather good approximation may be obtained if one neglects 
terms in (3.28) of higher order than n = 2. For the coefficients A, B, and C 
one then finds

4 doc 8 / doc\2 
A = _97r + 5\7r/ 

\ doc 8 I doc \2

(3.38)
1 Í doc 8 I doc\2 

C = 18~9 £2 +5 U2 )

2*
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Fig. 3.5. The angular distribution,

and has been normalized so as to approach
The curve denoted da „IdQ includes Coulomb-deflection effects (cf. the text). Consequently, A  p

the ratio between the curves A and B in the region of small angles is given by the factor e
The dotted part of curve A represents the region in which the approximation formulae 

for the Hankel functions break down.

of a-particles after K-ionization (curve A) compared 
Q)

d (7

with the corresponding curve for straight-line orbits, 
bitrary units.

The angles for the straight-line curve are determined from the relation e2 = 1 + -— between
1 . 0the eccentricity e =---- 5 and the impact parameter p. Thus, pq0 = £ cotg-.

sill -
2 dcsR Ei

The dotted curve C is proportional to the Rutherford-scattering cross section = — d2

for small p.
\ dQ /str. I.

(curve B). The ordinateis in ar- 
str.Z. 2

d»
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For smaller values of x, higher terms in (3.28) may have a significant 
effect. However, for x < 30 one may utilize the fact that the third term in 
eq. (3.37) (the one including C) is greatly dominating. For A and B the 
approximation (3.38) is then sufficient, but for C one must take into account 
terms in (3.28) in which n > 2. The general expression for C is given by

with

Thus,

r 1 1 /d2a2\m + 1
C “ 18 9 ê2 +i2—' ('m\ ^ J

m — 0

"-2fcT5)2ù^1)2(y+1)
i +1 = m

x ø (- 1 - 2 z, 2 ; - 2) 0 (- 1 - 2/, 2 ; - 2).

(3.39)

8 4061
5 63 ’ (3.39, a)

It should be noted that the term 8 / <7a\2 in C (eqs. (3.38) and (3.39))

corresponds to the dominating term obtained from the straight-line calcula
tions (cf. eq. (3.13)), provided we use the approximate expressions (3.32) 
for the Bessel functions in (3.37).

The general expression for the cross section for ejection of Æ-electrons
is given by

doK 
d Ef

(3.40)

which can also be written in the form

,.(1 - f(*,  D). (3-41)

where (daK/dEf)BtT t is the dominating term in the cross section for straight- 
line paths given by eq. (3.13). The correction factor f (n, can then be 
found from (3.38) and (3.39).

As the coefficients kn in (3.28) are calculated under the condition a, 
the most consistent procedure is to use f (x, £0) when calculations are made 
on the basis of (3.41).
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However, in the cases considered, the difference between /’(z, £0) and 
/(z, £) is of no importance. In the domain of large z-values the main 
correction to the cross section arises from the factor in which one 
should insert the value of £ appropriate to the electron energy considered.

c. Symmetrization of the cross sections

The above semi-classical treatment of the Zi-ionization process depends 
on the condition z 4 and in addition requires AE(EV If the value 
of A E/Ei is not very small compared with unity, one may obtain a sig
nificant improvement of the semi-classical expressions by choosing symme
trized values for the parameters d and £ which enter in these expressions.

The problem is analogous to the one considered in the case of Coulomb 
excitation of nuclei, and the symmetrizing procedure may be justified in 
the same way as for that process, cf. ref. 21, sec. II, B6.

The symmetrized parameters d and £ are given by

or

(/S = ZiZ2e2
Ml 1’1 V2

ÇS ZiZzem_ 1 \ 
h \V2 I’ll

1

(3.42)

(3.43)

(3-44)

(3.45)

Here, p2 *s the velocity of the projectile after the impact. We also define 
and by putting AE = EB in the symmetrized equations.

d. The effects of screening and finite nuclear size

The screening of the Coulomb field of the nucleus by the atomic electrons 
may interfere in two different manners.

a) The incoming particle is moving in a screened Coulomb field rather than 
an unscreened one. The orbit described in (3.17) is therefore not quite 
correct. On the other hand, we are only concerned with those energies of 
the incoming particles for which d<<1/a. This means (hat the motion 
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in the region of considerable screening is already nearly unperturbed by 
the field of the nucleus. The screening effect is thus negligible.
b) The electron—in the bound as well as in the free state—is moving in the 
screened Coulomb field. This case is treated in the following ways: 
1) The electron gets additional energy from the repulsion by the other 
electrons. Although this energy is relatively small as compared with the 
K binding energy, it is of some significance owing to the great dependence 
of the cross section on f. However, we may take this effect into account 
by using the experimental ionization energies in the expression for AE = 

+ Ef rather than the theoretical, unscreened ones.
2) The change of the wave functions by the screening potential falls into 
two parts :
a) The so-called internal screening effect is taken into account by the use 
of the screened nuclear charge —Z2 —0.3 rather than Z2 in the expres
sions for daK/dEf. This is obviously a small correction.
ß) The effect of the outer part of the screening is a rather smooth change

of the potential, «0 appreciable only for distances larger than (see

Chapter 2 of ref. 22). Clearly, such a change is rather negligible for the 

initial states, where the wave functions extend only to distances of about ~.
Z2

For the final-state wave functions we may again argue that in the inner 
region, which determines the transition matrix element, the wave function 
is approximately equal to that for a free Coulomb field, except for the normali
zation factor. However, to the extent to which the penetration through the 
screened part of the field can be treated in the WKB approximation, the 
normalization in the inner region is determined directly from that chosen 
in the asymptotic region and does not depend on the potential in the inter
mediate region. Thus, the use of pure Coulomb wave functions for the 
continuous states seems to be rather well justified. From such an argument, 
one expects the normalization factor to be affected by a factor of the order 

1
of 04, where 0 is the ratio of the observed to the unscreened binding 
energy. However, since this correction is rather small compared with that 
arising from the change in I, it is neglected here.

Finally, we consider the effect of the finite nuclear size. This effect 
influences the electronic 5 wave functions in the neighbourhood of the 
nucleus. However, the effect on the matrix elements for ionization is very 
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small since the characteristic distances in the radial integrals are of the 

order of the larger of the two quantities — and d. Under the conditions here 
go

considered, the characteristic distance is many times larger than the nuclear 
radius, and therefore the change in the electronic wave functions caused 
by the finite nuclear size is small. Moreover, this change vanishes in the 
non-relativistic approximation.

e. Discussion and comparison with experimental cross sections

The present treatment of the ionization process has one feature in common 
with those of Henneberg(7) and of Jamnik and Zvpancic(8). In all three 
treatments the cross sections are obtained as series developments in the 
quantity <x/q0. Accordingly, the evaluated formulae can only be applied to 
experiments where the inequality (1.3) is fulfilled, i.e. where the energy of 
the incident particle is so small that oc/qo is less than unity. The other approxi
mations involved in the three methods are such, however, that they may be 
said to have somewhat different regions of application.

The relativistic effects in the electron wave functions, which are im
portant in the heavier elements (see below), are dealt with in the work of 
Jamnik and Zupancic only.

The advantage of Henneberg’s calculations is that he succeeds in trans
forming the expressions for the cross section so as to give a rather fast 
convergence up to oc/qo ~ 1.

The present method is evidently most favourably applied to the region 
of small energies, where the Coulomb deflection is of importance.

For bombarding energies so great that a is close to qQ, one thus expects 
Henneberg’s formula to represent the best approximation, but with decreas
ing energy the Coulomb deflections rather soon become significant (for 
x >12 Z1). In the transition region where these effects begin to play 
a part and Avhere a/g0 is still not very small, none of the available treat
ments are very reliable, since as yet no estimate has been made of the de
flection effects for the higher multipole transitions.

The relativistic effects have so far been considered only for straight-line 
orbits <8), for which it is found that correction terms of the relative order of 

(Z2t)2 — arise in the monopole matrix element K = is the fine-structurea \ cn

constant . An extension of this treatment to the case of curved orbits leads
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to integrals which are difficult to evaluate, but it seems reasonable to expect 
a similar correction. Thus, a rough approximation to the relativistic straight- 
line cross section may be obtained by evaluation of the expression (11) of 
Jamnik and Zupancic(8) for the monopole excitations to lowest order in oc/qo*;  
one finds that in this case their integral I is proportional to

* In eqs. (14) of ref. 8, which must be used for this purpose, there is a misprint. In the 
equation for q the numerator in the coefficient of the second confluent hypergeometric function 
should be 4 m + 2 instead of 4 m.

where y = |/1-(CZ2)2 (3.46)

2 (3 + 2 y) %
5 + 4y 4

(y = 1 corresponds to the nonrelativistic case).
By multiplying the cross section deduced from (3.46) by the appropriate 

curvature factors found by the non-relativistic methods (cf. (3.41)) one 
expects to obtain an approximate value for the cross section also in the 
case of heavier target elements.

In figs. 3.6, 3.7, 3.8, and 3.9 the calculated cross sections are compared 
with the experimental data. From (3.41) we obtain the differential cross 
section, from which the total cross section for Æ-ionization is found by 
graphical integration, allowance being made for the fact that there are 
two electrons in the Æ-shell. Moreover, the formula (3.41) is modified so 
as to take the screening into account in accordance with the prescriptions 
given in sec. 3, d.

For the lighter elements, the theoretical values agree rather well with 
the experiments and are seen to represent a considerable improvement on 
those for straight-line orbits. The agreement appears to extend to «-values 
as low as about 12, for which the a/g0 corrections are rather large and for 
which the accuracy of the present theory is therefore questionable.

For the heavier elements (Mo and Ag) the experimental values appear 
to be significantly in excess of the theoretical estimates, but it seems likely 
that the deviation is to be attributed mainly to relativistic corrections, which 
are expected to enlarge the cross sections for these elements appreciably. 
A simple estimate of these corrections, obtained in the manner described
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Fig. 3.6. K-ionization cross section for an iron target as a function of the proton energy. In this 
and the following calculations, five terms in the series development (3.39) have been taken 
into account. The dotting of the theoretical curve indicates the energy region in which the 
convergence of the series becomes slow and in which higher multipoles in the interaction may 
begin to contribute significantly.

For comparison, the values obtained from Henneberg’s expression (as evaluated by 
Messelt^) are shown.
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Fig. 3.7. JC-ionization cross section for a copper target as a function of the proton energy. For 
further details see the text of fig. 3.6.
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Fig. 3.8. aK for a molybdenum target as a function of the proton energy The non-relativistic 
theory is incapable of explaining the observed data. The dot-and-dash curve shows the approxi
mate relativistic values obtained on multiplication of the dominating terms in Jamnik and Zupan- 

èic’s formula (8> by the curvature factors found by the non-relativistic methods.
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Fig. 3.9. aR for a silver target as a function of the proton energy. The relativistic effects are 
here more pronounced than for molybdenum.
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above, is seen in the figures; it appears to improve the agreement with expe
riments considerably.

In consequence of the domination of the monopole terms, the angular distribu
tion of the ejected electrons should be approximately isotropic.

For higher bombarding energies [ — ) 1 ) the angular distribution of the ejected 
Wo /

electrons should in principle be evaluated by the methods of Massey and Mohr 
(cf. ref. 23)*.

4. Pair Production by Slow Protons

The cross section for pair production by protons impinging on tantalum 
was recently investigated by Stephens and Staub(11, 12). Their proton 
energy was = 1.5 MeV. The cross section was found to be less than 
2-IO-32 cm2 and thus smaller by a factor of a hundred or more than the 
value predicted by Born-approximation calculations as made by Heitler 
and Nordheim(13).

One observes that the x and £0 values corresponding to this process 
are about 19 and 3 respectively. The use of methods analogous to the one 
applied to the /¿-ionization should therefore be justified.

In the present energy region we may carry through the calculations 
by taking into account only the electrostatic interactions between the parti
cles (see ref. 13).

Considerations analogous to those in 3, b, (i) lead to the conclu
sion that only contributions from S-states play a part in the calculation 
of cross sections. This is due to the smallness of the parameter k/q0, 
where k is now any of the electron momenta. One has for sufficiently 
small values of Er

The cross section for pair production is then given by a formula com
pletely analogous to eq. (3.16). Following simple hole-theory arguments,

Note the misprints in this reference. 
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one inserts for the final and initial states the Coulomb wave functions for 
an electron and a hole in the continuum. By using integral representations 
of these functions<15) one gets

if icot J_______________________ 2_______________
L" |-T(1 - <V) r(i + iv.) r(t - i,+) Z’(1 + i,+)X (4.2)

where

and
b = — ik_ + 2 ik_ u 

— ik+ + 2 ik+ v.
(4-3)

Following the procedure given in 3, b, (i), we obtain a formula identical with 
(3.23). This formula is valid on conditions similar to (2.9) and (2.10). 
As, in the cases of interest, £ is of the order of magnitude one or larger, 
only small values of e will contribute to the cross section. In the case con
sidered here

\b\d~ kZi Z2 e2
2 Ei

kZr Z2 e2 A E
2AE Er

(4-4)

Because of this inequality only the first term of k'o in the equation corre
sponding to (3.26, a) will be of importance. The u and v integrations are 
then trivial. (In the case of the general term b2n, an F2-function will enter.) 
The £ integration is now easily carried out, giving

da
d(E+E_)

2 Jr d2e4
h2 n2

HV+|2hV_|2 2 d6
9 i^(0 (4-5)
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The expression (4.5) as a function of £ shows that the important contrib
uting electron energies are confined to values much smaller than the 
K binding energy of the target. Thus the inequality

(4.6)

(4-7)

(4-8)and

ci-
2

u0 m

is well fulfilled.
An approximate formula for /<^(^) can be found from ref. 17, sec. 8.42. 

Then
da Z™ e“2^ 

dÇE+E~') = C1 Ë» S f16/3

(uq is the Bohr radius).
In order to obtain the total a we must perform the integrations over 

E+ and E~. Because of the inequality (4.6) we have

with

^•10 i*̂max x f^max
<T - q 2 \ e'2 "fix </£-/■(£+, I-:-) 

ßl » 0 ‘0
(4-9)

g— 2 Ttfi (2 me2 + E+ + E~) 

f = (// (2 me2 + E+ + E-))16/3

Z¿ ■ c (4.16)

Expanding the function f around E++ E~ = Q and introducing the notation

«) 2 çr >JIlc (4.11)

we obtain
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with

e- 2 nyl
me/s (l-^(2i+ + £-))
/i (4.12)

Consistently with (4.12) 
mum electron energies:

we introduce the following values for the maxi-

(4.13)

Although the expansion in E++ E~ may not always be very accurate, 
lhe errors involved are not serious for our present purpose of obtaining 
an estimate of the order of magnitude of the cross section.

The double integration can now easily be carried out, leading to

with

X

e- 2 nyi

Z1-Ô1WI2 + I 
/

(4.14)

(4.14, a)

A numerical evaluation by means of this formula gives cr ~ 1 ()-48 cm2 ~ 
IO-13 aBorn. This result is indeed consistent with the experimental results 
of Stephens and Staub. The direct curvature effects, e-2^, give rise to a 
factor of about 10-10 in the cross section. In addition comes the factor 
e-27ri7+ resulting from the use of Coulomb wave functions for the positrons. 
Because of the inequality (4.6) this factor, together with the possible errors 
introduced through the evaluation of lhe integrals in (4.9), accounts well 
for the remaining divergence from the earlier calculations. Hence, the 
conclusion is that, in the low-energy region, the Coulomb repulsion very 
greatly reduces the cross sections for pair production by heavy, charged 
particles.

Mat.Fys.Medd.Dan.Vid.Selsk. 31, no. 13. 3
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Appendix I

The Equivalence Between First-order, Time-dependent 
Perturbation Theory and the Born Approximation 

at High Energies

1. Let the physical situation be as in fig. 3.2. It is then easily shown (cf. 
eqs. (3.1), (3.2) and (3.4)) that

to t to
J-oo I L ~ 11 (0 I J-oc |/x2 + (/> - y)2 + (pi t - z)2

(see ref. 17, p. 172).
Introducing the energy and mass of the projectile, we find

(AL 1)

~ - 4 w j </t yy (r) yy (r) j¡ ilr' y>f (r') (r')

(A I, 2)
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In Appendix II, a it is shown that

\ pdp Ko (g0 p) Ao (ç0 e') = ri K1 ri), (Al, 3)
• o 2 7o

where
r2 = Cr-æ)2+(y-y)2.

The cross section may thus be written as

dE, - 2 31 Z‘ Ei h ?» J <lT J tlT‘ (A 1, 4)

2. Within the range of validity of the first Born approximation the above 
cross section is given by

X - Bo) ) Vi (¿) y’f (l) drc dr pç_7|
2 (A I, 5)

(see ref. 24, Chapters 11 and 12) ; kt • h-n0 and • h • n1 are the initial and 
final momentum vectors of the colliding particle. 7?c is its position vector 
and dxc the volume element in the bombarding-particle space.

By a theorem given by Betiie<6> this may be written as

= 4 zi \ (h Vi Vf jj dz' Vi Vf

X
exp {¿(¿y n1 - Ây n0) (r'-f)} 

\kf!li~ki Bo I4

(Al, 6)

We choose the axis of the polar coordinate system in the direction of 
the incoming particle.

Fig. A I, 1. 3*
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Then

We define

Consequently,

I kf111 - kt !lo 12 = kj + - 2 ki kf cos 0e 

= </o + 2 ki Â7 (1 - cos 
00 = ki ~ kf •

Hi = L -Z.'
Bi = (x-x, y-y, z-z).

> (AL 7)

J (AI, 8)

(Áyn1-Áyn0)(- ZZJ = - (æ - x') Åy sin 0e sin <p 

~(y~ y') kf sin 0e cos 9? - (z - z') kf (cos Øe - 1 ) + (z - z') (/o,
(A 1, 9)

and hence

I = d (f) sin 0e d 0e exp {i(kfni - kino)
I kf ni - ki no I4

= (z 2 > d(p sin 0e d 0e (AI, 10)

exp {i [-À7sinôe((.r~æ/)sinç? + (y-y')cosçi)-Ày(z-z')(cosØe- 1)] } 
(<7o + 2 kt kf(r -cosØe) )2

From simple geometrical considerations this may be written as

(Al, 11)

As

(Al, 12)

we have

(Al, 13)

j exp (z [ — Áyn cos <yi sin 0g —Ây(z—z') (cos 0e-1)]} 
e ~ i i 2 Ar

r2 = (x-æ')2 + (z/-z/)2.

eiq0(z-z')
Z =------ïï---- \ d(pr sin 0e dOt

dq\ exp z’Ay i\ sin 0e cos = 2 % ./0 (Ay /y sin 0e),

eiq0(z z') Jo(Á7risin0e)exp(-zÁy(z-z/)(cosOe-l)}
7 = 2 — a \ sm 0e d 0e------------- -,----yy,---------------

7° t o (id----- ( 1 — cos 01) I

The incoming particle is supposed to suffer little momentum change in 
the collision:

ki kf- (Al, 14)
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Pu Hing in the denominator 

cos 0e- 1 & 0,
and in the numerator 

we deduce the approximate relation

(Al, 15)

Using an integral formula given by Watson (ref. 17, p. 425), we find 
the following expression

I *
2^eillo(z_ z’> qfi Jo(9oriy)

(1 + y2)2

(z~z'}

*7o kf
ri Ki (y0 ri)- (A I, 16)

Together with (A I, 6) this gives

tin „ p4 Åv Í*  i*  (z-z')
(A I, 17)

Introducing the kinetic energy of the bombarding particle, we finally get

= xp^feiq^z z'} r1K1{qorx), (Al, 18) 

which is identical with the expression (A I, 4).
A proof similar to this one was given by Frame as early as 1931(14). 

However, he did not calculate the probability of ionization as a function 
of the impact parameter.
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Appendix II

Mathematical Details of the Calculations

Nr. 13

a. An integral formula involving two modified Bessel functions 
of the third kind and of zeroth order

the integral in eq. (A I, 3) can be written

h = G^/7?Ao(7oD^o(Voe/) = ÅV/ZlÅo(7o/dA'0(7ol£i-p|)- (AH, 1)
• o -71

The last integration is performed in the (p, ç?)-plane, where 99 is the angle 
(P> rD-

Using the relation

..•7 
^^7<0(70r1)70(70p) = \A0(70 I ^-£1) i/99, (All, 2)

•—71

and the corresponding one for zq ( p (see H.T.F. 2, Chapter 7), we get

7i = 7<0(70r1)Çpdp70(g0P)7<o(7o/)) + /o(7ori)^Pf//)Ao(g0/î) = A + B. (A II, 3)
•0 »’n

It is easily shown by application of well-known integral formulae that

or

zq
A = 7v0 ( 70 zq) 9 ( Ao ( g0 zq ) /0 (</0 zq) + A1 (</0 zq ) /j (z/0 zq ))

2

= 7q (</o ri) T (A\ (7o ri) — Ao ((/q zq)) 

(All, 4)

A I B — 2^1 (f7o 7’i ) Do + Ko 11 )

9TT Ai(f/o /-1)-
- 70

(A II, 5)

b. Evaluation of the straight-line matrix element

(i) General procedure
When the non-relativistic Coulomb eigenfunctions are put into eq. (3.3), 

the 99-part of the integration is easily carried out:
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Çd(p c imV Kq (q0 (r2 sin2 O + p2 — 2 pr sin 6 cos 9?)1/2) 
*—7l

o i/S»(7orsinø)/m(Vo7i). rsinØ>p == 2 % '
[Km (<7o P) An (øo r sin 0)> r sin 0 < P

= dt Jm (pt) Jm (rt sin 0)
• 0 t + Qn

(see H.T.F. 7.14, 2,
Then 

with

eqs. (77) and (57)).

z = i/k = irja, a = o0
Z2'

The Ø-part of the integral is given by

IQ = \dØsinØci3"rcos07f (cos 0) Jm (rtsin 0). 
•’o

Introducing the Gegenbauer polynomials, we obtain

( _ i \m fu i pi n -i--
'» ■ .^^V0(sin0)”,+le‘'‘,'co c¡ ”1'(cose)J’“(''/sine)

(- l)m(2rn)!
2m ml

(A II, 6)

(A II, 7)

(All, 8)

(All, 9)

(cf. ref. 17, p. 379, eq. (1)). 
Here

?=/2+72.
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From this we have

9

\ s

of a Whitt-terms

(All, 11)

This integral can be evaluated by means of a formula given by Erdélyi<25> :

- 2 ik

Eq. (3.5) is now easily derived.

■l-m

(ii) Simplification of some hypergeometric functions
1. Using relations given by Appell and Rampé de Fériet<26>, we find

Expressing the ordinary Bessel function ,/i + | (s r) 
alter function, we obtain the following radial integral:

(All, 10)

( dr e~arMn i(2 isr) M . i ( - 2 zåt)

= (2 is)1 + 1 (- 2 ik)1 +1 (a + z (,s - A'))-<2Z + 3) P(2 / + 3)
Í 2 is — 2 ik I

xE 2/+3, 1 + 1, /+ 1 +iri, 21+2, 21 + 2;------ 77------tv,------,z—tv}.2| ' a + z(s-A) a + z(s-A)j

(All, 13)
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Putting

we deduce

tx1 = 2 I + 2
ß= l+l
ß' = I + 1 + ítj

2 iscc = —<x + i(s- k)
— 2 ik

<x + i (s - k)

(All, 14)

, 1 /a-z(s + 7c)\ (Z + 1)/a+z(s + Â’)\ <i + 1 + íí?)
2 i + 1 \a + i (s — à) / \a+z(s —Ä-)/

+ (/ +1 + zh/) a a + z (s - Á’) 
a + z (.s+Â')

d
a2+ (.$• +Â’)2/ f

(au, 15)

2. According lo H.T.F. 2.8, eq. (9) we have

^(1, 1+zt?,2;-z) ((l+z)-^-l)  1 (au, 16)

Usingthe analogous formula for 27<\(1,2 + z’r/, 2 ;—z), we easily deduce eq. (3.8).

(Ali, 17)

In eq. (3.21) we treat the terms in the integral separately.
In

c. Some integrals leading to modified Bessel functions 
of the third kind and of complex order

c x= \ dw ei^Esinh w + t^w 
•J—00

we make the transformation

which leads to
tv —> - iv',

K,(^ I)

(cf. ref. 17, p. 182, eq. (10)).

(A II, 18)
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In

pu twe

Then

I he

obtainwe

Hence,

(cf. ref. 17, eq. (15)).

and

4 =

may be treated in
Thus,

4

ew = y.

y|(W-zê)=t

I ((-y (-is + d£ + ba))

p. 183,
The integrals

_ Ibd+jS
73 - J

exactly the same way as Z2.

i* x .
I = \ div e* ’ w + w')~bdscosh w

•J—X

<»x
y  I i (£ sinü w + w) + w — bd e cosh w

V X
j  { (e. sinh w + w)—w-bd e cosh w

• — X

/.-r >"!/- 
•'o ÿ1_if

substitution

(A II, 19)

(A II, 20)

(A II, 21)

(A II, 22)

(All, 23)

(All, 24)
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